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Yusuf Saran

After getting the SSL module first I tried to send a package from my PC to the innd server which is also located on my PC. In my first trial I could not get a reply from the server so I decided to modify 'Net-Daemon-SSL' module. So I read the documentation and tried to make the necessary modifications.

Eda Ercan

Last week, due to my heavy work load, I was just able to improve the works I had done the week before. For this purpose, I modulated the codes that I wrote for database connection and prepared them to be used easily when we will construct the core part.

Fırat Akçoray

After spending two weeks to investigation and finding some useful code segments, documentation finally this week I tried to implement some code in order to login, logout an smtp server and send some messages using smtp server.

Dilek Kİsa
This week I spent time understanding UML diagrams and basic concepts of object-oriented modelling. I continued learning Perl and PHP.

Yunus Altunkol

This week I have been implementing an SMTP parser using C.